
Understanding a Creative Brief
Overview of Unit 1 Task

Analysing the language and structure of creative briefs



Unit Task

For the unit task you will be provided with two creative briefs of 
contrasting styles. 

For each creative brief you should: 

• Explain the function of each of the creative briefs

• Describe how the briefs are structured

• Describe the types of language used

• Evaluate how effective the brief was in relation to the information 
given to the creative team 



Creative Briefs

Everything from events to 
products start with a creative 

brief.

Briefs come in various forms;

A meeting

A note/paragraph

A text

An official document

These different forms include key 
language and information which 

help the creative team understand 
what the final result should look 

like and how creative they can be.



Creative Brief Example 1

• Large companies use creative briefs to 
marketing their products to ensure their 
campaign/product is marketed to the 
correct audience.

Is it clear;

• What the product is?

• Who it is for?

• What image they are trying to portray?



Creative Brief 
Example 2 

Keeping briefs straight to the 
point is often the best way for the 
client to put across their 
objective.

Is it clear;

• What genre the vocalist is?

• Who their target audience is?

• What look/style they want for 
the album cover?

• What the timeline is to 
produce the product?



Questions to consider...

Think of the previous briefs and consider the following...

• What does the brief set out to do? 

• Does it tell the team exactly what should be created or is there scope for the 
team to give ideas to the writer/creator of the brief? 

• Did the brief provide enough scope for the creative team to ‘be creative’ or to 
respond creatively to its demands?

• Did the brief explain what was to be achieved?

• How clear was the instruction given to the creative team? 

• Was the language used formal or informal? Give examples to justify your answer.

• Why was this type of language used? 
• How effective was the brief in communicating elements such as context, 

objectives, budget, timescales or any other requirements?



Structure of briefs

Just like any plan/proposal there needs 
to be a clear structure.

As you can see from the previous 
examples, the clients are very specific 
about their objective (what they 
want/outcome) in order to 
target/attract the correct consumer 
market/audience.

This level of structure is extremely 
important when planning an event brief 
as there are various elements to 
consider. 

While looking at the following template 
take into consideration how it is 
structured in order for the client to best 
communicate the following areas;

• Impetus of the event

• The key goals they want to achieve

• Their target audience

• Key requirements





Understanding Creative Briefs

• Make sure you read through this PowerPoint and re-watch Neil 
Smith's video to ensure you understand the purpose of a creative 
brief.

• Take notes and answer any questions within the PowerPoint.

• Within the next task we will discuss how to analysis specific sections 
of a creative brief.


